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Regulation and Product Competition: The Federal Milk Marketing
Order Response to Substitutes •

by

Tanya Roberts *

Government regulation has become a commonplace response to perceived

failures in the marketplace. This raises questions about how the regulatory

process works. What is the role of special interest groups in determining

policy in the Congressional and Executive branches of government? How does

the "public interest" get determined in the three branches of government?

How are regulatory policies of one branch interpreted, implemented or

received by another branch? In what way do the roles of Congress, the Federal

courts and the Executive branch of government differ from each other?

This paper examines the history of a particular regulation--the inclusion

of close substitutes for fresh drinking milk under Fedral Milk Marketing Orders

authorized by the 1937 Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act (AMAA).

Federal Order History 

The National Milk Producers' Federal, acting as the sole collective••

representative of the dairy industry, worked in close association with Congress

and the Administration in drafting the sections which specifically incorporate

cooperative practices into the AMAA. In .doing this, the Federal coordinated

a sub-government, i.e., an informal alliance representing special interest

groups, Congressional leaders and Federal agency personnel. Such an alliance,

by determining legislative and adminstrative policies, manipulates the Federal

system without the visibility afforded other decision-making procedures, such

as open administrative hearings or court room debate..

* The author is a Ph.D. economist who has been studying milk regualtion for
the last decade. Although currently employed by the Department of Agriuclture,
this paper, does not represent statements of USDA policy.
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It is consistent with how sub-government's function that Federal Milk

Marketing -Orders would be used to dull the competitive edge of drinking

milk substitutes. To be subject to these price regulations, such substitutes

must be derived from milk and sold as a drinking product in liquid form.

During the 1930s, canned milk was the only product available, during the

following four decades technological advances supported the creation of

innumerable new products, including filled milk, ultrapasteurized milk,

high quality reconstituted milk, and whey-soy liquid drink. As recently as

ten years ago, seventy firms were marketing filled milk, while fifty others

were in the midst of product introduction.

.4•

The central hypothesis is as follows:

If substitutes for fresh clinking milk are developed,
then Federal Milk Marketing Orders will be used;
either by new application of old provisions or intro-
duction of new provisions, to restrict competition
from these substitutes.

The methodology used to examine this hypothesis is an exploration of primary

data in the three branches of government.

••

Congressional Action

The statute does not explicity address close substitutes for fresh

drinking milk. This lack of concern may simply reflect the relatively low

level of technology then and consequently the sparseness of milk substitutes

available during the 1930s. For example, evaporated milk had a strong cooked

taste which prevented serious competition with fresh milk. If substitutes

had been a competitive threat, the National Cooperative Milk Producers'

Federation clearly retained the political clout to propose and/or have

•

•
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enacted provisions directly relating to substitutes. 
1/

The Federation drafted

the dairy portion of the 1933 legislation by having Senator Andresen introduce

twenty-two amendments and the Federation was the prime mover behind amendments

in 1934, 1935, and 1937 which adopted cooperative marketing practices, including

classified pricing of milk according to use.

During the forty-year period since enactment of the AMAA, Congress has

not responded to the issue of the competitive impact of milk substitutes. 
2/

Testimony in the House by Otie Reed of the National Creameries Association

touched on the "other source" provisions for fresh milk (i. e., milk

transferred between Federal Orders or obtained from an unregulated source). 
2/

These "other source" provisions have also been applied to milk substitutes

as will be discussed later under the administrative history. Mr. Reed asserted

that these "other source" provisions created barriers to trade between regions

of the U.S. for fresh drinking milk. The absence of congressional discussion,

the silence of the statute, and the lack of amendments make it impossible to

fathom the "intent of Congress" about whether or how close substitutes for

1/ Other economic interest groups participated peripherally and proposed few
ame- ndments to the AAA (distributors of drinking milk and processors of
manufactured products) or did not participate at all (consumers and manufacturing
milk producers). See the discussion in Roberts, Tanya. Federal Price Regulation 
of Close Substitutes for Fresh Drinking Milk: History, Economic Analysis and

Welfare Implications. Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Washington, 1979. Avail-
ble from University Microfilms, 300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

2/ The closest Congress got to the issues was a series of bills in response
to - the 1962 Supreme Court's Lehigh Valley decision. These bills would have
explicity authorized the Class I-II tax on fresh milk from "other sources."
Whether such an amendment would have been upheld by the courts is not clear since

it still might conflict with section 608c(5)(0 of the AMAA and the Constitution,
both prohibiting barriers to interstate trade.

3/ Otie M. Reed did not mention reconstituted milk or any other substitutes.

In - these hearings he was representing the Joint Committee of the National
Creameries Association and the American.Butter Institute. From February 1939 to

May 1942, Otie Reed had been Chief of the Dairy Branch in USDA and in charge of
administering Federal Orders. U.S., Congress, House Committee on Agriculture,

Study of the Dairy Industry, Hearins before the Subcommittee on Dairy Products,

Serial M, Part 2, 84th Cong., 1st sess., 1955, pp. 358, 369-91.



4/fresh drinking milk ought to be regulated. — Clearly, Congress did not dull

the competitive threat from close substitutes to fresh drinking milk.

Administrative Discretionary Power 

Given the congressional silence, the Secretary of Agriculture's power

to promulgate provision for substitutes is derived from section 608c(7)(D) of

4/ The recent Congressional inactivity may only reflect the industry's unwill-iriEness to raise the issues and increase public awareness of drinking milk substi-tutes. The congressional debates on margarine ended up hurting the butter industry,according to Mr. Castle, Executive Director of the Milk Industry Foundation (thenational organization of processors-distributors). In 1953,Mr. . Castle and Represen-tation Andresen, Chairperson of the Special Dairy Subcommittee, had the followingdialogue:

Mr. Andresen. Are you running into any competition, or are your membersrunning into any competition from what they call filled milk?
Mr. Castle. ... I do not believe the American people want a substitute, animitation product.

Mr. Andresen. We did not think that about butter, either. Still oleo hastaken over more than half the market.

Mr. Castle: That is true, sir. We, and I now include the honorable gentlemenof Congress, gave the oleomargarine industry about $30 million or $50 millionworth of free advertising. I know that I man, prominent in the oleomargineindustry, astonished 1 of our people by saying 'I hope this thing goes on,I hope this bill does't pass, I want to see the debate keep on.'
The fluid-milk man looked at him and said 'I don't understand you. Youfellows want this bill to pass taking the tax off and authorizing yellowmargarine, don't you?'

He said 'Well, we don't want it for quite a little while because, we aregetting so much free advertising that our sales are going up.'
So the less talk, publicly, about filled milk, from my point of viw, the better. I think it is an imitation product, and it has very, very seriouseconomic implications because anything that reduces the dairy industry--and
I am talking now about the farm, the dairy farms--is serious for our countryin that it tends to reduce the protective mechanism for the topsoil.(Emphasis added.)

U.S. Congress, House Comittee on Agriculture, Dairy Industry,.  Hearing before 
file Special Subcommittee to Investigate the Dairy Industry in the U.S., Part
3, 83rd Cong., 1st sess., 1953, pp. 395-96.
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5/
the Act. — It grants him/her the ability to promulgate "incidental" provisions

that are necessary to implement other provisions. Incidental provisions cannot

be in conflict with the other terms and conditions stipulated in the statute.

The range of options open to the Secretary depends largely on how generously

the courts interpret: his/her discretionary power. In the early years, the Secretary's

discretionary power was not challenged by the courts and only recently have

the courts become somewhat stricter.

Initially there were no specific Federal Order provisions relating to

substitutes, and they were priced under "other source" provisions. As the

competition from substitutes materialized, Federal Order hearings were held

to develop specific provisions for milk substitutes, 
_y

1964: Reconstituted Milk Regulated Under "Other Source"

Provisions: The Department of Agriculture suspended Federal Order provisions

that were invalidated by a 1962 Supreme Court decision (Lehigh Valley v. U.S.).

The Supreme Court held that penalties levied on fresh milk from "other sources"

were too high and constituted an illegal barrier to Interstate Commerce. 
21

5/ The full text of 5 U.S.C. 608c(7)(D) is: "(D) Incidental to, and not
inconsistent With, the terms and conditions specified in subsections (5) and
(7) of this section and necessary to effectuate the other provisions of such order."

6/ For example, in 1954, the Puget Sound Order was amended to explicitly .tax
ultrapasteurized and sterilized milk at the Class I-II rate. Med 0' Milk with
sales through department stores (e.g., Fredrick and Nelson) were becoming popular
to outdoor recreation enthusiasts valuing the extended shelf life without
refrigeration that the prodUct offered. The tax caused the product to disappear
from the market. The only hearings discussed in this paper have not been single
Order amendments, but rather national or regional.

7/ In the words of the Supreme Court: "A close examination of the workings of
the present compensatory payment provision reveals that its effect is to preserve
for the benefit of the area's producers the blend price that they would receive
if all outside milk were physically excluded and they alone would supply the
fluid-milk needs of the area. For every cwt. of pool milk that is forced into
'surplus' use by the entry of nonpool milk, the handler introducing the outside
milk is required to pay for the benefit of the area's producers the difference
between the value the pool milk would have had if the nonpool milk had never
entered and the value it has once the nonpool milk is sold for fluid use. In
effect,  therefore, the nonpool milk is forced to subsidize the pool milk and insulate
the pool milk from the competitive impact caused by the entry of outside milk 
(emphasis added)." Lehigh Valley vs. U.S. 76, at 89-91.

•
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ttk.

The penalty was equal to• the differential between the administered price for

milk used for drinking purposes (Class I) minus the lower Class II price for all

other uses. 
V 

This was accomplished by requiring a down-classification of

milk from "other sources" plus the assessment of compensatory payments. 
2/

Previously, the sale of reconstituted milk had been informally included

.under these "other source" provisions. Because of the Supreme Court's

decision, separate and distinct "other sourceU provisions had to be fashioned

for reconstituted milk in order to continue the penalty. The amendments

explicitly penalized reconstituted milk by the differential between the 
price

10/for Class .1 and Class II milk. --

8/ There are now three classes of milk in most Federal Orders. However,

the price difference between Class II and III is at most 2 percent and th
ey

are lumped together as Class II in this paper.

9/ The penalty is levied in a two step process:

(1) "Other source . milk is down-classified to a processor-distributor's

lower price Class II utilization (regardless of the reconstituted 
milk's

sales as a Class I drinking milk product). This has the effect of exchanging

places with local dairy farms' fresh milk which had actually gone
 into manufac-

turing (Class II) uses. Thus, the local dairy farmers receive credit for the

higher Class I use and price, while the "other source" milk is 
categorized

at the lower Class II use and price.

(2) If the processor-distributor's Class II utilization i
s not great

enough to absorb all the "other source" milk, then this remainder is Class

I. However, the processor-distributor must make compensatory 
payments,

the difference between the Class and the Class II price, 
to the producer

equalization fund which is distributed to local fresh milk 
dairy farms selling

to fully regulated processors-distributors. The compensatory payment is

a "tax" assessed against the milk (or ingredient
s) from outside the market

and the revenue goes to local producers.

Under both down-classification and compensatory payments, 
outside milk is 

penalized by the difference between the Class I and the
 Class II price.

10/ '29 F.R:.9110 (1964).
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1969: Filled Milk Regulated: In the mid 1960's a .product

called "filled milk" accounted for 10 percent of the Central Arizona Federal

Order Market fluid consumption. To make this product, the butterfat in fresh

milk is replaced by vegetable oils. This situation prompted the United

Dairymen of Arizona, who produced 82 percent of the fresh milk pooled under

the Order, to request a hearing. Since filled milk was sold in 30 percent of

r.

the Federal Orders, the administrative hearings were expanded at the request of

the National Milk Producers Federation to include all Federal Orders. The

11/
hearing record contains the most exhaustive public debate - on the subject

of regulatory policy related to substitutes for fresh drinking milk.

The outcome of the hearing and administrative decision process was an

amendment to all Federal Orders that was stricter than the Federation's

request. Producer-handlers (those who market the milk from their own farm)

were no longer permitted to sell any filled milk and remain outside Federal

Order price regulation. And, filled milk was explicity identified as a Class I

product. The result then was to subject all sellers of filled milk to an

economic penalty equal to the price for milk in Class I uses minus the price

/ •
for use in Class II. 

12

11/ In substantial opposition to these restrictive proposals were all other

economic interests (see Table 1):

O processors-distributors,

O Milk Industry Foundation (the national organization representing

processors and distributors),
\('

o American Farm Bureau,

o the states of Minnesota and Wisconsin,

O three cooperatives in the Upper-Midwest (producing for the manufacturing

milk market),

o producer-handlers, such as Sarival Guernsey Dairy farms who market their

own farms' milk production, and

o Concerned Consum6rs, a Phoenix based organization.

12/ 34 F.R. 16881 (1969).
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1974: Potential:Drinking .ProduCtS:MadeTrom*Milk

Derivatives Regulated: As technological advances increased the number of

potential substitutes, Federal Orders were amended to regulate these products

as well. Products are now considered as Class I uses as long as the product

meets the following component definition:

• at least 80 percent water by weight,

o at least 6.5 percent nonfat milk solids or solids from any

milk derivative with the exception of sodium caseinate,

o less than 9 percent butterfat, and

O less than 20 percent total solids. 
1.V

Summary of AdMinistrative History: The first of the administrative hearings

relating to milk substitutes was held in response to a Supreme Court decision.

The two later hearings were initiated by cooperatives seeking to protect the

drinking milk market from competition.

Even though a wide range of economic interests have participated in the

administrative hearing process, drinking milk cooperatives (and their

Federation) have had 100 percent success in enhancing their own economic

interests (table 1). On three issues--reconstituted milk, fresh filled milk,

and milk derivatives--USDA adopted the position supported by the drinking milk

cooperative. On the fourth issue--producer-distributor exemption from Federal

Order pricing--USDA adopted a position stricter than the drinking milk

cooperatives proposed.

As a result of these efforts, all sales of drinking milk substitutes are

subject to the Class 1-II tax, successfully restricting competition in the drinking

market. Therefore, the hypothesis is not refuted, i.e., initially, Federal Order

provisions for "other source" milk were inforpally broadened to include substitutes

13/ 39 F.R. 8455 (1974).
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-
and subsequently formal amendments were added to restrict the competitive

threat from milk substitutes.

The Federal Courts as a Limited Watchdog 

Since the mid-1930s, only four Federal Court challenges have quested

Federal policy in regard to milk substitutes. Three cases brought by consumers,

a producer-distributor, and a state were not evaluated on the merits since

the courts held these petitioners lacked legal standing to challenge such

provisions. 
1/ 

The decision in the consumer case is surprising since it

appeared to meet the three-pronged criteria set forth by the Supreme Court

15/
in 1970 to grant standing to any person-\"aggrieved by agency action." -

Only in a' case brought by a processor-distributor have the Federal Courts

judged the issues in the controversy over substitute products)"

14/ State of Minnesota v. Benson, U.S. Court of Appeals (D.C. Circuit), 274

F.2d 764 (1959). -

Kresse v. Hardin, U.S. Court of Appeals (Ninth Circuit), 461 F.2d 592 (1972).

,--• Rasmussen V. Hardin, U.S. Court of Appeals (Ninth Circuit), 461 F.2d 595

(1972). The U.S. .Supreme Court failed to grant certiorari along with the,

Kresse case.

15/ Association of Data Processing Service Organization, Inc., v. William13-.Camp,

397 U.S. 15b (1970); the companion Supreme Court case was Clemon Barlow v. B. L.

Collins, 397 U.S. 157 (1970). The relevant section of the Administrative Procedure

Act of 1946 said to grant standing is: "A person suffering legal wrong because

of agency action, or adversely affected or aggrieved by agency action within the

meaning of a relevant statute, is entitled to judicial review thereof." 5 U.S. I

702.

In a 1977 case, the U.S. Supreme Court further broadened the grounds for

standing. Instead of relying on the Administrative Procedure Act or some other

Act, it established a standard for legal standing based on the U.S. Constitution.

Thus, anyone meeting this standard would be entitled to the right of challenging

an agency action in court. Village of Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Housing

Development Corp., U.S. Supreme Court, No. 75-616 (slip opinion, 11 January

1977).

16/ Mills vs. Freeman, U.S. District Court (Maryland), 294 F. Supp.. 119.
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However, the Mills case (1968) was decided in a U.S. District Court and that

ruling was never appealed. Moreover, the opinion appears to be in direct

conflict with the principles laid out in an earlier Supreme Court decision

(1962: Lehigh Valley). The Supreme Court interpreted the key provision

608c(5)(G) to prohibit the Secretary of Agriculture from setting up "any

kind of economic trade barriers." 
22J

The District Court did not discuss whether economic trade barriers were

erected. Rather the District Court relied upon a pre-Lehigh interpretation

of Section 608c(5)(G) which permitted trade barriers, if the marketing of

milk produced in another area was not specifically prohibited.

17/ Section 608c(5)(G) states: "No marketing agreement or order applicable
to milk and its products in any marketing area shall prohibit or in any manner
limit, in the case of products of milk, the marketing in that area of any milk
or product thereof produced in any production area in the United States." See
Roberts, supra, pp. 79-84 for a discussion of the conflicting court interpreta-
tions.

The Supreme Court ruled: "It is only if the Secretary has been authoized
by the statute to impose such economic trade barriers on the entry of milk
into an area so as to protect the kices received by the pool producers that
the present compensatory payment plan can be .sustained as 'necessary to
effectuate' the expressly authorized provisions of this order.

This history discloses that... 8c(5)(G) was compendiously intended to
prevent the Secretary from setting up, under the guise of price-fixing regula-
tion, any kind of economic trade barriers whether relating to milk or its
products.,.

In light of the legislative history of 8c(5)(G) we conclude that the
compensatory payment provision of the New York-New Jersey Milk Marketing Order
must fall as inconsistent with the policy expressed by Congress in that section.
Because it conflicts with 8c(5)(G), the payment provision cannot be justified
under the general terms of 8c(7)(D), which prevents the inclusion of conditions
that are inconsistent with express statutory provision." Lehigh Valley vs.
U.S., 370 U.S. at 89-91, 97, 98.
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Thus, the Federal courts have not determined the legality of a "tax" on

milk substitutes nor have they reviewed legal precedent regarding the discretionary

power of the Secretary of Agriculture to execute such provisions. Furthermore,

the courts have not clearly defined the rights of most economic interests to

judicial review. Under the 1937 Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act, consumers,

dairy farmers and statesdo not have the ability to protest and appeal Federal

Order provisions. It is possible consumers and dairy farmers now have such

standing under the Administrative Procedure Act or the U.S. Constitution.

Summary 

The congressional branch has never considered the issue of milk substitutes.

It has been the executive branch, acting throught the Secretary of Agriculture,

that has executed all policies relating to the regulation of milk substitutes.

The resulting regulatory provisions reflected the economic interests of the

drinking milk cooperatives and, in effect, penalized substitutes by the

difference between the price of milk in the high valued Class I uses versus the

lower valued Class II uses. This assured that substitutes would not be able

to. engage in...price competition with fresh milk and thus would not threaten the

price discrimination plan which enhanced the income of local dairy farmers.

The Hypothesis:

If new substitutes for fresh drinking milk are developed, then the

Federal Milk Marketing Orders will be used, either by new application

of old regulations or the creation of new provisions, to restrict

competition from these substitutes.

was not rejected.

The Federal courts have not played an important role in defining polices.

The 1962 Lehigh Valley case was concerned with barrers to trade for fresh

milk (not substitute products). The 1968 1411s case was concerned with

reconstituted milk, but the reasoning was i conflict with the Supreme Court's
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interpretation in the Lehigh case. Three other cases were not judged on the

merits because the petitioners lacked standing to sue.

Welfare Implications of a "Tax" on Milk Substitutes

In the combined market for drinking milk and close substitutes, consumers

see the Federal Order "tax" on substitutes as an increase in their relative

price. Consequently, they adjust their consumption expenditures to include

.more fresh milk and less substitutes (the substitution effect) and slightly

less of all commodities (the income effect). This switch means the tax

causes an inefficient mix of characteristics to be produced within the good

(fresh drinking milk and close substitutes).

In Figure 1 there is a depiction of the Florida market where reconstituted

18/milk is assumed to be a perfect substitute for freshmijk. - The three sources

of supply are local fresh milk production, importation of fresh milk (which

is 90 percent water and perishable) or importation of the ingredients (nonfat

dry milk and butterfat or vegetable oils) for reconsitituted milk. The various

supply curves represent combinations of these three sources. In a pre-tax

situation, the hypothetical market clearing equilibrium will occur at C, where

two-thirds of the market supply is obtained from imports of reconstituted milk.

•••••••••

18/ The analysis could accomodate the assumption of "imperfect" substitutability,
but two diagrams would be required. See Roberts, pp. 25-31,



Figure 1: Welfare loss analysis: the penalty on reconstituted milk in the
Florida market

Demand for
drinking milk

After tax
imported fresh
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The equilibrium transfers to B following imposition of the tax on

reconstituted milk, and this milk substitute is replaced in the marketplace

with increased local supplies and additional fresh imports. The total

welfare loss attributable to the tax has three components:

1) The increase in marginal costs because an inefficient mix of
goods and characteristics is produced (BFGH). This has two
parts--the increased marginal costs of expanding Florida prod-
uction (HEG) and the increased marginal costs of imported
fresh milk (BFEH).19/

2) The Harberger triangle of reduced consumption in response to
the good's price increase (area BCF).

3) The Tullockian expenditure of rents via the political
process-resources will be used up in implementing and
substaining regulations altering the distribution of
income (some portion of area HG.TI).

•••

The total welfare loss trapezoid BCGH plus some portion of liG31-.

19/ The current pricing surface for fresh milk is oriented toward the cost
of shipping whole milk from the low cost Upper Midwest to other markets (for
the portion of the country located East of the Rockies). Since the ingredients
for reconstituted milk have only negligible transportation costs, its competitive
impact, if accepted by consumers, could cause the pricing surface for milk to
become flatter.

.Consequently, regional shifts in production would likely occur. Less milk
would be produced in the Southern and Eastern states where costs of production
are higher and more would be produced in the Upper Midwest and surrounding
areas where production costs are lower.

•Ii •
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Table 1--Positions advacated by different economic interest groups, FederalOrder hearings on close substitutes for fresh drinking milk

Hearing and Date
of Federal Order
Amendment Issue

..

Amendment Adopted by USDA
Drinking Milk
Cooperatives

- 
1964 post-
Lehigh Valley

....

Reconstituted
Milk .

Explicitly included reconstituted
milk under the provisions for -
"other source" milk

-
6 pro

 _

- -...

1969 Central

Arizona-

Memphis

.

Reconstituted
Filled Milk

Added reconstituted filled milk as
a product included under the
"other source" provisions i 90 pro

Fresh Filled
Milk

Added fresh filled milk to the listl
of Class...I products, 90 pro

.
Producer- •
Distributor
Exemption

.
Become subject to Federal Order
pricing if they sell any "other
source" milk 90 pro

1974 Chicago Milk
Derivatives

Class I definition expanded to
include them; taxed under the
"other source" 'provisions

•

pro

•

.......__ 

Manufacturing Milk
Cooperatives

NMPF
The Federation) MIF

Processors-
Distributors States

American Farm
Bureau Congress

OS O.. dip

........ _......
2 pro
icon 2 con - .......

some pro
3 con

pro . con many con 1 pro con -7-

 .....

some pro
2 con Pro con many con 1,pro

1 con pro ......

? , pro ........ a few con ___ pro con

• pro
pro con con -..- con .....-

--1

•


